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How	should	policymakers	change	tax	
systems	given	population	aging	and	its	
economic	effects?

[a	particularly	relevant	question	given	
heightened	attention	to	tax	reform]
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Population	aging	is	increasing	dependency	ratios
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Population	aging	has	contributed	to	lower	
interest	rates
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Gagnon	et	al	2016	argues	
that	demographics	
account	for	1.25pp	of	the	
decline	in	the	equilibrium	
real	interest	rate	since	
1980.
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Population	aging	might have	lowered	
productivity
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Some	studies	(e.g.	Feyrer,	
2007)	suggest	productivity	
is	highest	for	the	40-49	age	
group.

But,	note	that	any	such	
effects	are	now	behind	us.

Another	channel	is	that	
older	households	do	more	
consuming	from	lower-
productivity	sectors.0
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Collect	revenue	to	finance	government	services	and	benefits

Incentivize	saving	and	work

Mitigate	business	cycle	fluctuations

Improve	resource	allocation	in	other	ways	(e.g.	correct	for	
externalities	or	other	distortions)

Redistribute	income	
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Objectives	of	tax	policy
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Population	aging	is	
contributing	to	a	
significant	worsening	of	
the	budget	situation—
even	accounting	for	lower	
interest	rates.

So	we	are	going	to	need	
more	tax	revenues
(spending	cuts	too).
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Collecting	revenue
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Population	aging	heightens	the	need	to	encourage	retirement	
saving given	difficulties	many	people	have	saving.

Behavioral	literature	(e.g.	Chetty et	al,	2014)	=>	most	
important	way	to	change	tax	policy	is	to	provide	more	
incentives	for	firms	to	set	up	plans.

Budget	strains	associated	with	population	aging	mean	
addressing	the	downtrend	in	working-age	labor	force	
participation	is	even	more	important.

So	tax	incentives	for	work	should	be	increased,	with	focus	
on	groups	with	the	most	elastic	labor	supply	(child	care	
subsidies	to	encourage	second	earners,	EITC	expansion	to	
encourage	less-skilled	men).
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Incentivizing	saving	and	work
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Lower	real	interest	rates	mean	central	banks	will	hit	the	
effective	lower	bound	more	frequently	(see,	for	example,	Kiley	
and	Roberts,	2017).

Monetary	policy	less	potent as	a	countercyclical	force.

So	need	stronger	automatic	stabilizers	in	the	tax	system.

E.g.	automatic	adjustments	in	payroll	tax	rates	when	the	
unemployment	rate	crosses	a	given	threshold	(coupled	
with	automatic	general	revenue	contributions	to	Social	
Security	to	make	up	for	the	foregone	revenue).
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Mitigating	business	cycle	fluctuations
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IMF	research	suggests	distortions	
in	tax	systems	weigh	significantly	
on	productivity.	

Coming	fiscal	strains	from	
population	aging,	coupled	with	
global	decline	in	productivity	
growth,	make	removing	
distortions	and	correcting	for	
spillovers	/	externalities	an	even	
higher	priority.
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Improving	resource	allocation	in	other	ways
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chapter examines a selection of tax policies to explore 
the channels through which they generate misalloca-
tion. The selection of policies is not exhaustive. Rather, 
it aims at giving concrete examples of how the specific 
design of tax policies can result in differentiated tax 
treatments across firms. This includes taxes that dis-
criminate across capital asset types (leading to differen-
tiated treatment of firms because of variation in their 
propensity to use the various asset types) or across firm 
characteristics such as their sources of financing (debt 
or equity), their degree of informality, or their size.18 

The analysis in the chapter relies on the fact that, 
even when subject to the same tax rules, heterogeneous 
firms within the same industry will face firm-specific 
tax rates if there are differences in taxation by asset 
type, source of financing, or firm characteristics. The 
effective marginal tax rate (EMTR) on capital income 
measures an investor’s tax burden on the returns from 
an investment (see Box 2.1 and Annex 2.4 on EMTR 
definition and estimation). If EMTRs are the same 
across assets, financing, and firm characteristics, then 
all firms in a given industry face the same tax rate. 
However, when EMTRs are different, tax rates will 
vary considerably across firms even within narrowly 
defined industries as a result of firm-level differences in 
their asset composition, sources of financing, owner-
ship structure, and profitability (whether the firm has 
incurred losses) (see Annex 2.1 for further discussion). 
For example, companies vary widely in how they 
combine machinery and buildings to produce the final 
output, even if total capital is the same. 

This chapter tests whether resource allocation effi-
ciency is lower in countries with higher tax distortions 
that result from differences in EMTRs across asset 
types, sources of financing, and firm characteristics. 
Firm-specific EMTRs are not readily available across a 
wide set of countries. Therefore, to test the hypothesis 
that tax distortions affect resource allocation efficiency, 
the analysis exploits the fact that firms in certain 
industries are more exposed to specific tax distortions 
that disfavor more productive firms and, therefore 
those industries would see greater resource misallo-
cation (see Annex 2.1 for the model derivation). For 
example, a higher tax disparity favoring buildings over 
machinery—measured as the EMTR on machinery 
minus the EMTR on buildings—would disproportion-

18Annex 2.3 illustrates the way that taxes can affect the overall 
level of total factor productivity, using as an example a tax wedge 
that is positively correlated with productivity.

ately affect firms in industries that are more intensive 
in machinery (such as paper products) than firms in 
industries that are more intensive in buildings (such 
as food products). In this example, resource allocation 
efficiency in the paper industry would be lower in 
countries with a high tax disparity than in countries 
with a low tax disparity. The empirical strategy relies 
on a difference-in-differences approach as proposed by 
Rajan and Zingales (1998).19 

19The difference-in-differences approach is based on the assumption 
that certain industries and firms have an intrinsically high exposure to 
a given tax policy. Industry and firm exposure to particular tax policies 
is assumed not to vary across countries. For example, machinery- 
intensive industries are expected to be more affected by a higher tax 
disparity that weighs against machinery, while industries with a higher 
share of small firms are expected to be more affected by preferential 
tax treatment of small firms. The interaction between this exposure 
and the relevant tax distortion is then introduced in the empirical 
model as the main variable of interest to explain resource allocation 
efficiency at the industry level. A significant coefficient on the interac-
tion term provides evidence that the tax channel identified is indeed 
valid. Because of data constraints, the specifications used to analyze 
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estimates.

Note: The figure shows medians across country groups. stimates are 
computed based on the assumption that the other sectors could achieve 

TFP gains similar to those estimated for the manufacturing sector and 

that there are no adjustment costs. AEs = advanced economies; EMEs = 

emerging market economies; LIDCs = low-income developing countries.

Potential total factor productivity (TFP) gains from reducing resource 

misallocation could lift the annual real GDP growth rate by roughly 

1 percentage point, assuming a transition path of 20 years.

Figure 2.5. Estimated Annual Real GDP Growth Effects 
from Reducing Resource Misallocation

Estimates of Boost to Annualized GDP Growth
From Reducing Resource Misallocation

Source: International Monetary Fund.



[Obviously]	more	transfers	to	the	older	population	because	of	
population	aging.

Other	implications	less	clear:

Less	potent	monetary	policy	might	argue	for	stronger	
safety	net	programs.

Greater	need	to	enhance	productivity	might	argue	for	
more	transfers	to	families	with	children	that	have	been	
demonstrated	to	lift	the	adult	earnings	of	the	children.

But	need	to	think	about	traditional	efficiency	trade-offs	
associated	with	more	redistribution.
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Redistributing	income
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Tax policy	objective Implication	of	population aging
Collecting	revenue Will	need	to collect	more	revenue
Incentivizing	saving and	work More subsidies	for	saving	needed

More	incentives	for	work	needed
Mitigating business	cycles More	automatic	stabilizers	needed
Improving	resource	allocation More	important than	ever
Redistributing	income No strong	argument	for	increasing	

redistribution	broadly	but	maybe	
selective	steps
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Summary	
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Endnotes
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Slide	2:	Data	source—World	Bank.	Working-age	population	includes	people	15-64	years	old.
Slide	3:	Data	source—Federal	Reserve	Board.	Study	cited	is:	Gagnon,	Etienne	and	Johannsen,	Benjamin	Kramer	and	Lopez-

Salido,	David,	Understanding	the	New	Normal:	The	Role	of	Demographics (2016-09-28).	FEDS	Working	Paper	No.	
2016-080.	

Slide	4:	Data	source—U.S.	Census	Bureau.	Data	beyond	2014	projected.	Study	cited	is:	Feyrer,	James	(2007)	”Demographics	and	
Productivity”	The	Review	of	Economics	and	Statistics vol.	89,	issue	1,	100-109.

Slide	6: Data	source—Congressional	Budget	Office.	The	long-term	budget	projections	were	last	updated	in	March	2017	and	can	
be	found	in	a	spreadsheet	here.

Slide	7: Study	cited	is	Chetty,	Raj, John	N.	Friedman Søren Leth-Petersen Torben Heien Nielsen,	Tore	Olsen	(2014)	“Active	vs.	
Passive	Decisions	and	Crowd-Out	in	Retirement	Savings	Accounts:	Evidence	from	Denmark”	Quarterly	Journal	of	
Economics vol.	129,	issue	3,	1141–1219.

Slide	8: Study	cited	is	Kiley,	Michael	T.	and	John	M.	Roberts	(2017)	“Monetary	Policy	in	a	Low	Interest	Rate	World”	Brookings	
Papers	on	Economic	Activity.

Slide	9:	See	International	Monetary	Fund,	Fiscal	Monitor	April	2017.


